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ABSTRACT
Camera lenses are increasingly used in wide-field astronomical surveys due to their high performance,
wide field-of-view (FOV) unreachable from traditional telescope optics, and modest cost. The machin-
ing and assembly tolerances for commercially available optical systems cause a slight misalignment
(tilt) between the lens and CCD, resulting in PSF degradation. We have built an automated align-
ment system (Robotilters) to solve this challenge, optimizing 4 degrees of freedom - 2 tilt axes, a
separation axis (the distance between the CCD and lens), and the lens focus (the built-in focus of the
lens by turning the lens focusing ring which moves the optical elements relative to one another) in a
compact and low-cost package. The Robotilters remove tilt and optimize focus at the sub 10 µm level,
are completely automated, take ≈ 2 hours to run, and remain stable for multiple years once aligned.
The Robotilters were built for the Evryscope telescope (a 780 MPix 22-camera array with an 8150 sq.
deg. field of view and continuous 2-minute cadence) designed to detect short timescale events across
extremely large sky areas simultaneously. Variance in quality across the image field, especially the
corners and edges compared to the center, is a significant challenge in wide-field astronomical surveys
like the Evryscope. The individual star PSFs (which typically extend only a few pixels) are highly
susceptible to slight increases in optical aberrations in this situation. The Robotilter solution resulted
in a limiting magnitude improvement of .5 mag in the center of the image and 1.0 mag in the corners
for typical Evryscope cameras, with less distorted and smaller PSFs (half the extent in the corners
and edges in many cases). In this paper we describe the Robotilter mechanical and software design,
camera alignment results, long term stability, and image improvement. The potential for general use
in wide-field astronomical surveys is also explored.
1. INTRODUCTION
Commercial camera lenses are used on SuperWASP
(Pollacco et al. 2006), HAT (Bakos et al. 2004), HatNet
and HATSouth (Bakos 2018), KELT (Pepper et al. 2007),
XO (McCullough et al. 2005), MASCARA (Talens et al.
2017), and other transiting exoplanet surveys to reach as
much as 1000 square degree fields of view. Other sur-
veys types such as the ASAS-SN (supernova) (Shappee
et al. 2014), Pi of the Ski (gamma ray bursts) (Piotrowski
et al. 2013), and Fly’s Eye (asteroid detection) (Cse´pa´ny
et al. 2013) also use camera lenses to reach wide sky
coverage. The Evryscope (described in detail in Ratzloff
et al. 2019) also uses camera lenses to provide continuous
all-sky coverage with fast cadence, aimed at finding rare
short-time events. Each of these surveys pair the camera
lenses with compact CCD cameras to achieve the FOV
and pixel sampling necessary at a modest cost. They
have discovered a variety of photometrically variable ob-
jects including exoplanets, binaries, stellar phenomenon,
and galactic events.
These types of wide field surveys and many others in-
cluding the Evryscope are susceptible to image quality
challenges from CCD / lens misalignment (tilt) and sub-
optimal focus. The tilt and focus challenges are driven
by two primary factors - mechanical and software. The
mechanical challenge is to align the optics with respect
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to the camera to the level necessary to minimize PSF
differences across the image; for very wide fields and fast
optics, this requires precision beyond typical machining
and assembly tolerances. The software challenge involves
optimizing 4 degrees of freedom (2 in tilt, 1 in lens / CCD
separation, and 1 in focus position - see Figure 4 later in
the manuscript) with severe degeneracies and local ex-
tremes. The software solution also requires a method to
measure image quality, across all regions, in the presence
of tilt – a non trivial task. The image quality measure-
ment must be capable of handling PSF differences due
to focus, off-axis aberrations, and SNR variations.
There are very few discussions concerning removing
image tilt or optimising the focal plane in wide-field as-
tronomical surveys, and we found none that use an in-
tegrated tilt removal system as part of their main in-
strument design. Conversely, the majority of the surveys
(Talens et al. 2017; Pepper et al. 2007; Pollacco et al.
2006; Bakos et al. 2004) discuss the challenges of PSF
distortions and focal plane issues from the wide fields. A
common struggle is the negative impact on the photomet-
ric precision, poor performance on dim stars, and the dif-
ficulty in reaching the sub-percent level required for typ-
ical exoplanet searches. Extensive software development
is put into the calibrations, pipeline, aperture photome-
try, and systematics removal of each of these instruments
to try and maximize light curve quality given the chal-
lenges of a very wide field. Several new solutions resulted
from these struggles including multi-aperture forced pho-
tometry, wide-field astrometry solutions, and methods
for maximizing under-sampled PSFs. A reliable method
to remove image tilt and optimize the focal plane would
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2complement and reduce the burden on the software so-
lution, and potentially improve limiting magnitude and
light curve precision. With the Evryscope F1.4 optics
and 384 sq.deg. individual camera FOV (among the most
aggressive of the current wide field surveys), image tilt
removal is more necessity than option.
Photometric surveys that use small consumer tele-
scopes or custom optics instead of camera lenses, for
example MEarth (Nutzman & Charbonneau 2008) and
PROMPT (Reichart et al. 2005) and many others, typ-
ically have FOVs on the order of a few sq. deg. or
less. The smaller FOVs tend to have much slower optics
than the camera lens based surveys, combined with finer
pixels, lessens the PSF challenges due to optics misalign-
ment. These surveys function well without the need of
an advanced tilt removal solution.
Turning to larger aperture instruments with wide
fields, the process typically starts by fixing the primary
mirror and aligning the secondary, then progressing to
any other elements, and finishing with the CCD. Pan-
STARRS (Kaiser et al. 2010) used an auto-reflecting tele-
scope, developed a custom alignment software, combined
with ≈ 1 month of observing time to realign the op-
tics to a level of tens of microns. LSST (Sebag et al.
2012) will align the optics and CCD using laser targets
fixed to the primary and the off-axis aberration char-
acteristics of the wide field to characterize and remove
tilt. They plan to also align sequentially proceeding
from the secondary to the CCD, and simplify the pro-
cedure by designing the primary and tertiary from the
same blank (so that they are fixed in alignment). ZTF
(Bellm 2018; Duggan et al. 2018) uses on sky images to
match each of the 16 CCD portions to the focal plane
within ≈ 10µm, in order to meet their photometric pre-
cision requirements. Although these are considerably dif-
ferent instruments on entirely different cost and complex-
ity scales, some of the alignment principles used helped
confirm our solution ideas for the camera lens / CCD
based Evryscope. Moving only one element and hold-
ing all others fixed simplifies the process, and in many
cases is the only practical way to avoid alignment de-
generacies. Using on-sky images offers the advantage of
the same focus position and conditions as science images.
Reliably measuring image quality across wide fields with
significant PSF distortion is challenging, even more so in
the condition of under-sampled PSFs. The instrument
differences are also evident, the Robotilters must be sim-
ple, economical, and avoid complex components such as
laser targets and resource intensive steps such as camera
disassembly / shimming / reassembly for alignment. We
also note that moving individual lens elements relative to
each other is not an option as the lenses are sealed, and
there are no external adjustments for the lens compo-
nents. The Robotilter solution must be modular to work
on all cameras and fields, and ideally could be scaled to
work on other instruments.
The primary source of the misalignment stems from the
way wide field instruments using camera lens attach the
lens to the CCD through a series of elements. Typically,
the CCD is mounted to a camera housing, the housing is
mated to a filter wheel, which is in turn mated to a lens
mount (bayonet ring), and the lens turns and locks onto
the bayonet ring. The manufacturing tolerances, and
the multiple mating points and assembly steps causes a
misalignment in the lens and CCD. Even a slight tilt
will result in an unacceptable increase in size of the PSF
FWHM towards the edges and corners of the image.
To estimate the increase in PSF size due a tilted image,
we estimate the blur diameter Bd ∝ ∆F , where ∆ is the
defocus and F is the F number of the lens. The defocus
is dependent on the tilt (θ) between the lens and CCD
and on the distance (d) of the source from the center
of the CCD. The estimated PSF increase (in pixels) is
then PSFinc ∝ θ×dF×pixelsize . For sources near the edges
and corners of the field, the effect is strong given the
aggressive F1.4 optics of the Evryscope. We originally
estimated that for the Evryscope cameras, even a very
small tilt at the level of a 5 µm difference in opposite
edges of the CCD (a .02 degree tilt) would result in ex-
cessive (≈ one pixel) PSF increases toward the edges of
the CCD.
The lens mounting surface (the region where the lens
contacts the filter wheel and subsequently where the fil-
ter wheel contacts the CCD housing) is 3 times larger
than the CCD. This relaxes the 5 µm tilt difference at
the CCD edges to ≈15 µm difference in opposite edges
of the lens mounting surface. This is still challenging
given the Evryscope fast optics. For example, a .100 mm
thickness difference (from normal machining tolerances)
in opposing edges of the lens mounting ring results in a
.4 degree tilt between the CCD plane and the lens focal
plane. The PSF FWHM could increase by as much as
double or triple in this situation. In images taken with
misaligned optics (hereafter misaligned images), the PSF
shape is often compromised leading to elongation - in se-
vere cases the width of one axis might grow to double or
triple the width of the long axis of the elongated PSF. In
most cases the center of the image is well focused, and
a severely tilted image will have an edge-of-CCD region
that is out of focus below the focal plane and a region
opposite that is out of focus above the focal plane. The
elongation and distortion of these two regions are differ-
ent. We interpret these observed effects as out of focus
regions in the presence of field aberrations (likely domi-
nated by coma and astigmatism.)
Consumer lenses are designed to operate over a wide
focus range, however finding the lens focus position that
focuses each region in the image similarly well is a chal-
lenge. The steep light cone associated with fast lenses
increases the demands on optical design, manufacturing
precision, and material quality to achieve required per-
formance levels. If severe enough, the tilt and focus prob-
lems will compromise the desired science goals by causing
errors in astrometry, aperture photometry, inconsistent
star observations, and increased noise in the light curves.
In this work we describe several new mechanical de-
sign and software solution approaches, develop a novel
mounting design, and combine them into a compact and
effective tilt removal and focus optimization system. The
Robotilters are an inexpensive (they cost only a few per-
cent of the total Evryscope instrument cost), completely
robotic, on-sky tilt removal system for the very wide field
Evryscope cameras. We demonstrated the concept and
showed initial results in Ratzloff et al. (2016), here we
describe the full solution and results. The Robotilters
take 2 hours to run, remove tilt to the sub 10 µm level
(as measured from opposite sides of the lens mounting
3surface or equivalently the Robotilter servo shafts) on a
typical camera, optimize the focus across the image, and
remain stable for multiple years once the final solution is
found. We show the Evryscope image quality challenges
introduced by tilt and focus, and their detrimental ef-
fect on limiting magnitude, astrometry, PSFs, and SNR.
We demonstrate our solution to remove tilt and opti-
mize focus across the image. We also briefly discuss the
potential of the Robotilter design for use on other wide
field surveys. We installed the Robotilters in November
2015 and began testing hardware and camera alignment
software on select cameras in early 2016. All cameras
were aligned by mid 2016 and have been stable for three
years with only minor focus adjustments. The Evryscope
hardware and optics, combined with the moderate night-
to-night temperature changes at the CTIO observing site
do not require constant refocusing; instead only periodic
refocusing is done in response to seasonal temperature
swings.
We discuss the system requirements in § 2, and show
the Robotilter system in § 3. The optimization software
is explained in § 4, and the alignment results and image
improvement presented in § 5. We discuss the results in
§ 6, and conclude in § 7.
2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
2.1. Science Requirements
2.1.1. Image Quality Requirements
The planned Evryscope surveys (Law et al. 2015) re-
quires sub percent level photometric precision on stars
mg = 12 and brighter and few percent level on stars 12
< mg < 15, continuously in each 2 minute exposure. In
order to achieve this level of photometric precision, our
models show the PSF FWHM needs to be between two
and four pixels to avoid over or under-sampling, the loss
of significant signal to background, or the necessity for
large photometric apertures (the circle used to define the
pixels included in the PSF, hereafter photometric aper-
ture). The limiting magnitude and photometric precision
benefits from the PSFs being round without distortion,
and they need to be consistent across the image.
The Evryscope pixel scale was driven by several re-
quirements, mostly by the very wide field-of-view (∼
10,000 sq. deg.), the signal-to-noise (SNR) required
to detect transits, the limiting magnitude required to
achieve enough sources, and the target of less than 30
cameras (to limit overall instrument complexity), along
with using commercial components (reliability and cost).
Given the final selection of components, the pixel scale
is 13 arcsec per pixel. This is acceptable, with the main
concern being that too coarse of a pixel scale results in
a higher fraction of blended sources (nearby stars being
blended in the pixel).
2.2. Functional Requirements
2.2.1. Mechanical Constraints - The Evryscope Telescope
Modules
The Evryscope (Ratzloff et al. 2019) is an array of 27
identical individual telescopes mounted into a hemispher-
ical shell, called the mushroom, with a single common
telescope mount. It uses Rokinon 61mm effective diam-
eter F1.4 lenses paired to 28.8 MPix KAI29050 CCDs.
The Evryscope uses FLI CFW-5-1 filter wheels, which
Figure 1. The Evryscope telescope modules, showing the mount,
CCD camera, filter wheel, lens, optical window, and the Robotilter
automated alignment system. The Robotilter uses three precision
servos to adjust the separation and rotation between the lens and
CCD to remove tilt and align the optical system. A separate servo
is used to adjust the lens focus.
have the capacity to accommodate 5 different filters. We
use a single science filter (a modified SDSS G) with the
other positions populated with sunshields used to pro-
tect the system in the event of a dome failure during the
day. The science filter is designed with the parallelism
and surface quality necessary to avoid measurable aber-
rations given the Evryscope lens and CCD specifications.
All images shown and referred to in this manuscript were
taken in the single science filter mode.
Camera mounts support and point the telescopes to
form modules as shown in Figure 1. The telescope mod-
ules have to be as compact as possible to keep the size
of the mushroom to less than 6 feet in diameter to meet
the size and weight constraints of the Evryscope and the
CTIO observing dome. The Robotilters need to fit into a
small 8”x6”x4” space of the telescope module mounting
on top of the filter wheel, between the lens and CCD.
The Evryscope budget and resource limitations require
the Robotilters to be simple with minimal components
and few moving parts, without exotic materials, and us-
ing only readily available hardware. The unit cost target
is $1000 or less, assembly time must be modest, and they
need to perform reliably without human intervention.
2.2.2. Operations Constraints - Automation
The Evryscope currently has 22 cameras with the ca-
pacity for 5 more and is located at the remote observing
site in CTIO, Chile. The system operates robotically, av-
eraging 5000 images per night with ≈300,000 sources per
image. Using the conventional method to fix the slight
misalignment between the optics and CCD (by inserting
shims or small thumb screws between the CCD and the
lens and manually adjusting the thickness in an itera-
tive way) is unfeasible for a system like the Evryscope.
The time and resource requirements to adjust the very
4Figure 2. Top: a) An initial deployment (pre-Robotilter) image
from the polar facing camera showing a 300 x 200 pixel closeup
of problematic upper left corner. b) Closeup of the center of the
same image. c) Closeup of the problematic lower right corner of
the same image. Bottom: A PSF FWHM contour plot for the full
image, demonstrating the challenge in quantifying PSF quality in
severely tilted images and the lack of distinction for regions out of
focus on opposite sides of the focal plane.
small physical distances necessary to correct PSFs are
excessive. We demonstrate in § 5.3 that leaving the lens
/ CCD misalignment uncorrected has a negative effect
on light curve precision and reduces detection efficiency.
This requires our tilt correction solution be automated,
efficient, and repeatable, and remain consistent for mul-
tiple years once aligned. In addition to tilt removal, a
focus step must optimize quality across the image with
the ability to automatically compensate for temperature
changes.
2.2.3. Image Quality Measurement
A small physical difference within normal machining
tolerances of only ≈75 microns (a few thousandths of
an inch as it is commonly expressed in CNC machin-
ing precision) can significantly degrade PSF quality in
a wide-field image, especially with fast optics. Figure 2
shows a pre-Robotilter image with tilt from the upper
left corner to the lower right corner. The image center
is well focused, while the upper left and lower right cor-
ners are out of focus and on opposite sides of the focal
plane. The opposing corner regions show distinct dif-
ferences in PSF shape, distortion, and extent. A PSF
FWHM contour plot is also shown for the same image,
demonstrating the challenge in quantifying PSF quality
in severely tilted images. The low quality of the lower
right corner is well captured by the high FWHM values,
and the high quality of the center is well captured by
the low FWHM values. However, the low quality of the
upper left corner is not well captured by the low FWHM
values nor is there a distinction for regions out of focus
on opposite sides of the focal plane. This turned out to
be the most difficult challenge of the Robotilter project.
We developed our own image quality metric and image
comparison method as explained in § 4 in order to remove
image tilt.
We use Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) for
all measurements taken to determine image quality, re-
gardless of the quality metric used (FWHM, Strehl, num-
ber of sources, or custom quality metrics described later
in the manuscript). Each image used in the Robotilter
algorithm is first processed with the standard Evryscope
pipeline calibrations and image quality checks. Master-
flats and darks are applied depending on the camera the
image was taken with, bad pixels are masked, and im-
ages with very high overall background levels or obvious
quality issues (clouds, streaks, or jitters) are discarded.
For further details of the Evryscope pipeline and data
processing we refer the reader to our Evryscope instru-
ment paper Ratzloff et al. (2019). Source Extractor uses
a threshold above a local average of flux values (mea-
sured at each pixel) to detect sources above this level.
Sources with adjacent pixels above this local average are
counted as detections. A centroiding step provides the
source location and a photometric aperture (a circle en-
compassing a radius of pixels) is used to sum the flux
from the source.
Source Extractor offers a variety of input settings, in-
cluding background significance level, minimum number
of pixels in the aperture, and aperture size (expressed
as a pixel radius). As a starting point, we relied on the
settings from our photometric pipeline. Given the FOV
and pixel scale of the Evryscope (13 arcsec / pixel) we
expect and find that most use-able sources are 3σ above
the background, the source PSFs have pixel counts rang-
ing from a few for dim sources and ≈100 for the very
brightest non-saturated sources, and the average best
photometric aperture is modest in size at ≈3 pixel radius.
Again, we refer the reader to Ratzloff et al. (2019) for fur-
ther Evryscope instrument details. For the Robotilter al-
gorithm we require a 4σ above background threshold and
a minimum pixel count of 15 per PSF; the more stringent
requirements filter very poorly sampled and dim sources
unlikely to be use-able in calculating PSF quality.
For the sources with only a few pixels in the PSF, we
include these in a number of sources count. The count
is used as a separate quality metric, found to be inde-
pendent of others such as the FWHM and Strehl. The
sources count is very susceptible to observing conditions
and to the observation field. However as we describe later
in the manuscript, for the observations taken to align an
individual camera we hold the field constant and take
the observations over a short range of time with similar
sky conditions to minimize the bias. Although we do not
directly use the dimmer sources in the standard quality
metrics, they make a valuable separate contribution in
determining detected sources.
We tested a small range of input settings near the val-
ues described in the previous paragraphs (expected to
be reasonable for given the Evryscope instrument char-
acteristics) and found they did not help the FWHM or
Strehl performance. As we show throughout this work,
the the FWHM especially struggles to perform over the
likely range of image misalignment. This is a result of
the metric, the coarse pixel sampling, the wide-field and
amount of tilt, and not due to software settings. The
Source Extractor FWHM value is determined by fitting
a two-dimensional Gaussian to the extracted PSF and
calculating the weighted average of the width at half the
maximum value. As a second check we used our own
photometric aperture to extract pixel counts and values
5(thus only relying on Source Extractor for the source lo-
cations) and recalculated the FWHM directly and found
no noticeable difference.
The testing and analysis of the more traditional quality
metrics like the FWHM and Strehl ultimately influenced
the approach we took to finding a solution the image
quality challenge. While these traditional quality met-
rics struggle in many image regions and tilted images,
they can work in limited ranges and if the PSF pixel
sampling is good enough. If the metrics are somewhat
independent (they succeed or fail in different situations),
they might still be leveraged together to form an effective
quality metric. Later in this work we show that we com-
bined several traditional metrics and some custom ones
as components to form our final composite type quality
metric. This approach produced a reliable, simple, and
fast solution for the Evryscope images.
2.2.4. Optimal Image Focus
An image taken from a camera with well aligned op-
tics (hereafter a well aligned image) can be brought into
focus by measuring the average PSF FWHM or Strehl
for a small region in the center of an image. This on-axis
focusing prescription works well in almost all situations,
however in a very wide-field image like the Evryscope a
focus optimization can provide an improvement in aver-
age PSF quality across the image. Figure 3 shows a flat
image with no tilt and a very well focused image cen-
ter, but with a compromise in PSF quality as the radial
distance increases resulting in a ring feature. In § 4 we
discuss our solution to defocus the image center in the
direction and amount that optimises the overall image
focus. We were able to incorporate this step with the tilt
removal procedure so that our final solution concurrently
removes image tilt and optimizes image focus.
2.2.5. Wide Field Survey Issues
Wide field surveys suffer from additional challenges
that degrade image quality including field aberrations
(predominantly coma, astigmatism, and curvature) and
spherical aberrations (SA). The field aberrations and SA
challenges are due to the difficulty of achieving a very
wide field of view with a large aperture lens. The effects
can be mitigated (but not completely removed) by the
lens and CCD choice, FOV requirements, proper image
calibration, photometric aperture selection, and removal
of systematics.
An additional significant challenge for the Evryscope
survey is lens vignetting. Although this issue is present in
most lenses, it is normally more impact-full in wide field
surveys. The vignetting is assumed to be radially sym-
metric and centered in the image, however the properties
and magnitude must be characterized with photometric
calibrations and are unique to each camera assembly.
Pixel drift (drift) is a challenge all telescopes face, even
more so for a wide field like the Evryscope. The drift pri-
marily arises from the telescope misalignment or camera
flexure. The Evryscope is aligned based on the polar
facing camera as all tracking is from this pointing. The
higher elevation cameras are over 90◦ in declination from
the polar camera, so even a small misalignment can be
challenging for the Evryscope.
In this work, we do not address lens choices or how
they might affect field aberrations, lens vignetting, and
Figure 3. Top: An image from a tilt corrected zenith facing
camera but without the Robotilter focus optimization. This image
solution is found by maximizing the center image focus at the ex-
pense of the outer regions. a) Shown is a 300 x 200 pixel closeup
of the left side of the image showing the problematic defocused
ring. b) Closeup of the well focused center of the same image. c)
Closeup of the right side of the image showing the same problem-
atic ring. Bottom: A PSF FWHM contour plot for the full image,
demonstrating the challenge in optimizing the focus of the entire
image - here resulting in unnecessarily large PSFs toward the outer
field and a ring-like feature.
SA; nor do we explore telescope mount designs to prevent
pixel drift. The Coma, lens vignetting, SA, and drift
challenges as they relate to the Evryscope are described
in Ratzloff et al. (2019) and Ratzloff et al. (2016), in
this work we concentrate on the image quality challenges
introduced by tilt and focus and our solution to remove
tilt and optimize focus across the image.
To summarize the ideas in this section, a corrected
Evryscope image will be flat enough that the PSFs in
opposing corners or sides will be similar in shape and size
(within a pixel difference in extent from the center of the
PSF). This maximizes the dim source detection (limit-
ing magnitude) and avoids large photometric apertures
which can degrade light curve precision. The corrected
images will still have differences in PSFs in the image
center versus the corners and the corners especially will
still have elongations due to the effect of aberrations in-
herent to the optical system.
3. THE ROBOTILTER DESIGN
The Robotilter approach is to move the lens relative
to the CCD, and adjust the focus via the lens focus and
separation distance. Figure 4 shows the arrangement, re-
sulting in 4 degrees of freedom - 2 tilt axes (also known as
tip/tilt, referred to as tilt throughout this manuscript),
a separation axis (the distance between the CCD and
lens), and the lens focus (the built-in focus of the lens by
moving the lens barrel which moves the optical elements
relative to each other). We elected to fix the CCD cam-
era and move the lens because the lens is the smaller and
lighter of the two components.
A conventional mounting system fixes the lens to the
CCD by mounting the lens bayonet ring to the filter
wheel top (which is in turn fixed to the CCD hous-
ing)(Pollacco et al. 2006; Bakos et al. 2004; Bakos 2018;
6Figure 4. The Robotilter concept: the lens is moved relative to
the CCD to remove tilt and optimize image quality.
Pepper et al. 2007; Talens et al. 2017; Shappee et al.
2014). The lens turns onto the bayonet ring and locks
into place via a spring and set screw3. The Robotilter
instead replaces the fixed mounting system with a mov-
able lens base-plate as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The
lens bayonet ring now fixes to the lens base-plate and
the base-plate is suspended above the filter wheel top by
3 threaded shafts. As each shaft turns, the base-plate
moves up or down at the shaft axis relative to the filter
wheel top. The three shafts are positioned in a triangular
pattern and are held firmly against the filter wheel top by
tension springs regardless of telescope orientation. The
stainless steel shafts use a very fine 80 threads per inch
(TPI) for precise movement capability and the lens base-
plate has pressed-in brass inserts for smooth operation.
Each of the threaded shafts are connected to a flexible
coupler which fixes the input and output in rotation, but
allows for a small angular difference and for changes in
length. This prevents binding as the base-plate is moved.
Servo piers are attached to the filter wheel top providing
a secure mounting point for the servos.
Dynamixel MX-12 servos turn the couplers and shafts.
Combined movements of the servos adjust the tilt of the
base-plate and lens relative to the CCD. The lens can also
move toward or away from the CCD without changing
the tilt if the three servos are moved in the same direction
and in equal steps. To adjust the lens focus a fourth servo
is attached to a brass gear which contacts a plastic gear
track fixed to the lens; as the brass gear turns, the lens
focus adjusts. In this way, the four degrees of freedom
(the two tilt axis, the separation axis, and the lens focus)
can be optimized.
3.1. Mechanical Design Features
The Robotilter is designed for precise movements of
the lens relative to the CCD. The tilt adjustment servos
are controllable to within 2 degree accuracy in rotation
and when coupled to the 80 TPI adjuster, the tilt and
lens / CCD separation can be adjusted in increments
(theoretically) as fine as .0001 inch (3 µm). The fine
movements are consistent and repeatable, and at the sub
10 µm precision necessary to remove tilt and optimize
3 https://www.canon.ie/lenses/tech-guide/
focus. The servos can be turned multiple rotations, and
the lens base-plate has enough travel (± 15,000 steps)
to cover the range necessary (± 6000 steps) to find the
optimal position. Once the final solution is found, the
servos can be locked and remain in place reliably.
The optical path is sealed using several approaches to
prevent light loss or dust contamination. Critical mat-
ing surfaces are recessed, the lens bayonet ring and the
lens base-plate for example, to produce an overlap. At
the movement interface, a light-trapping ring extends be-
low the lens base-plate to prevent stray light from enter-
ing the optical system without impeding lens movement.
Light and dust trapping foam is used between the base-
plate and the filter wheel top as an additional seal.
The servo piers are slotted to match the bottom surface
of the servos, and the filter wheel top is slotted to match
the bottom of the servo piers. The shaft couplers use
dual setscrews to securely fasten to the shafts, and each
shaft is machined with a flat slot for the setscrews to
contact. Thread-locker is used on all high stress parts.
When assembled, the components are locked and resist
twisting from the high torque servos, and the servo axes
are precisely located. The lens base-plate is also slotted
to support the focus servo to ensure the focus adjustment
works consistently. The focus servo travels with the lens
base-plate and operates regardless of tilt.
An ideal design places the servo axes equal distances
from the image center and at equal separation angles so
that the servo torques are equal, and the servo move-
ments required to adjust a given tilt are the same. The
filter wheel used in the Evryscope is a rotating carousel
style, with its center axis necessarily offset from the im-
age center. This complicated the Robotilter design by
requiring the servo locations to be offset from the image
center in order to fit on the filter wheel top and within
the camera mounts. We mitigated this constraint some-
what by orientating the servo bodies toward the filter
wheel space allowing the servo rotation axes to be moved
closer to the image center. The arrangement features two
opposing servos and a central one with a different lever
arm and torque demand. These differences are managed
in our software (described in § 4).
The Robotilter assembly mounts to the top plate of the
filter wheel to avoid costly re-configuring of the existing
filter wheel, CCD, or camera mounts. The footprint of
the mechanism is contained within the camera mounts
(Figure 7) so that the tight packing of the cameras in
the mushroom is unchanged. The Robotilter upgrade
was completed entirely on mountain and with minimal
down time.
3.2. Electrical Design
Each Robotilter is powered by a 12V input line which
is supplied by the accessory power supply units on the
panels located in the sides of the mushroom. Each of the
servos is connected to the input power line and are oper-
ated sequentially to limit total current drawn. A separate
signal line connects all the servos to USB control boards
which in turn are routed to the control computer. Multi-
ple Robotilters form a serial-addressed network contain-
ing up to 14 cameras (56 servos) to reduce the number
of wires, boards, and USB cables routed to the control
computer. Communications over the serial line follow the
Dynamixel half-duplex protocol; the large number of de-
7Figure 5. Left: The conventional mounting system with the lens bayonet ring fixed to the top of the filter wheel. Right: The Robotilter
design. The lens bayonet ring is instead fixed to the lens base-plate. Three threaded shafts suspend the base-plate above the filter wheel
top and are turned by precision servos. As each shaft turns, the base-plate moves up or down at the shaft axis relative to the filter wheel
top and adjust the tilt and separation of the base-plate and lens relative to the CCD. A fourth servo is attached to a brass gear which
contacts a plastic gear track fixed to the lens; as the brass gear turns, the lens focus adjusts. The four degrees of freedom - the two tilt
axis, the separation axis, and the lens focus can be optimized.
vices and line branches required a reduction in baud rate
to 9.6kbps to enable error-free transmission (this speed
is not a limiting factor for the system operation).
4. THE ROBOTILTER SOFTWARE SOLUTION
In order to find the optimal image quality, the Robotil-
ters need to position the lens to the theoretical starting
point and explore in 4 dimensions (x and y tilt, separa-
tion, lens focus) to find the optimal combination. Image
quality must be expressed in mathematical terms while
consistently capturing the tilt, focus, focal plane, and
PSF aberrations in order for a software tilt and focus
solution to work properly.
4.1. Potential Approaches
Several approaches could seemingly remove image tilt
and optimize focus. We discuss the most obvious ones
(to us) here, our first attempts to solve the problem, and
how the pixel scale and PSF distortions from the very
wide field influenced our final solution. It is reasonable
to begin with a conventional approach, but the Robotil-
ters are a unique instrument and it is difficult to define
a ”conventional” approach to guide the software solu-
tion. However, we can combine conventional elements
of image quality measurement and optics alignment as a
beginning point. We first discuss this method, variations
tried, and the insights learned that helped develop the
final solution.
4.1.1. Conventional Approach
The most conventional approach we can imagine would
use standard PSF quality measurements (FWHM and
Strehl) to characterize image quality per region to test
the parameter space and converge on a solution that
maximizes total image quality. Although the Strehl is
typically used for diffraction-limited images, very far
from the Evryscope image quality, we use the definition
here in an analogous way. Strehl in the Evryscope im-
ages measures the amount of light contained the peak of
the PSF, and is thus a measure of encircled energy in
the region of the PSF most important for determining
the systems limiting magnitude.
There are two primary challenges with this conven-
tional method. First, how to test the parameter space,
and second how to measure total image quality. Using
a simple grid-parameter search is ideal, however, it was
not obvious how to define a grid that would test all the
parameters (two tilt axes, lens / CCD separation, and
lens focus position) without being overly complicated or
vulnerable to degeneracies. Using a random parameter
search, such as an exploratory simplex algorithm, could
in principle deal with these issues but with the challenge
of avoiding local minimums. Measuring total image qual-
ity is also challenging - as shown in § 2.2.3, out of focus
sources show different distortions if they are above or
below the image plane, adding to the difficulty in com-
paring quality.
4.1.2. Original Approach
The original strategy we tried was a variation of the
approach described in the preceding paragraph. We used
the FWHM and Strehl to measure image quality in sev-
eral regions and compute a total image quality, combined
with a simplex algorithm to explore different tilt, lens /
CCD separation, and lens focus position to maximize
total image quality. This approach failed for several rea-
sons - the difficulty in capturing PSF quality, defining
total image quality, and avoiding local minimums. We
found the FWHM and Strehl ineffective at reliably dis-
playing image quality in the presence of tilt and with
8Figure 6. The Robotilter automated tilt removal and focus optimization mechanism. Servo movement adjusts the lens plate relative to
the CCD. Exploded views of the servo, flexible shaft coupler (to prevent binding), fine adjustment shaft, and brass insert are shown along
with the focus adjustment servo and gear.
Figure 7. The Robotilter mounted in the camera mounts, fitting
within the footprint of the filter wheel.
coarsely sampled PSFs. In many cases a particular re-
gion can be optimized at the expense of another and
return a higher total image quality measurement, adding
to the difficulty in identifying images with significant tilt.
The exploratory approach frequently converged on a lo-
cal minimum with less than desired results, and the so-
lutions were rarely repeatable.
4.1.3. Modified Approaches
We tried modifying the test space and quality metric of
the alignment algorithm, however, the poor solution re-
sults and inconsistency persisted. We developed an auto-
correlation quality metric that showed initial promise,
but it still struggled with similar issues as the FWHM
and Strehl. A grid with different tilt axes replaced the
simplex algorithm to test the parameter space in a non-
random way, again with similar poor solutions. Further
testing revealed the challenges were independent of the
camera or observing field. We then reduced the param-
eter space by holding the lens focus and lens / CCD
separation constant, and only tested the two tilt axes.
When this change did not significantly improve results,
we tried visually locating the tilt axis and only exploring
tilt about this axis, reducing the number of parameters
to one. This modification still did not produce the de-
sired results, and it became apparent that changing the
tilt (in order to adequately test the parameter space for
the best tilt) was causing a deeper dependence to emerge
and prevent a converging solution. This dependence is
best understood by analyzing the quality metric.
4.2. The PSF Problem
In order to measure PSF quality, the FWHM and
Strehl measurements require a finely sampled PSF and
the FWHM assumes a symmetric profile. Wide-field im-
ages with potentially severe field aberrations (including
coma and astigmatism) and coarse pixel sampling do not
have these characteristics. Images with tilt worsen the
asymmetry and significantly reduce the effectiveness of
the FWHM and Strehl to reliably displaying image qual-
ity in this situation. The main challenge is the structure
of the PSF core and halo, and the coupled effect that
9the focus, tilt, signal, and CCD position have on each of
them.
Consider an average PSF in the center region of a well
focused wide-field, coarse pixel image, with little tilt as
shown in Figure 8. The PSFs (row a, middle column)
are narrow with almost all of the flux contained within
the central pixel, and with a symmetric halo that is in-
significant for most sources. Changing the focus (for this
discussion by adjusting the lens / CCD separation) re-
sults in a widening of the PSF to form a blob that is
again symmetric and still limited in extent, shown by
the right columns in row a. Changing the focus in the
opposite direction gives a similarly widened PSF blob,
mostly indistinguishable from the first focus movement.
The separation change between columns is a constant 20
µm, considerably larger than the level the Robotilters are
intended to remove, chosen for better visualization. The
FWHM measured for the center region (row b) gener-
ally captures the quality change due to the focus change,
but not at the level necessary as demonstrated by the
very similar measurements in columns 5-7. The focus
sweep, also known as a through focus sequence, demon-
strates a further challenge of the FWHM measurement
- the FWHM does not change significantly around the
focused position. This is to be expected in situations
with minimal aberrations (as exist in the image center)
and coarse sampling. The FWHM response curve from
the focus sweep is parabolic, and is in the shallow region
of the parabola when the image is in focus, with little
discrimination between changes in this narrow param-
eter space. Testing a wide focus range is necessary to
estimate the best position. The fit is also asymmetric as
shown by the difference in response below and above the
focal plane (shown in the plot as steep on the left and
gradual on the right columns).
The situation is more challenging for sources located in
regions other than the center of the image. Consider an
average PSF on the lower right corner of the same camera
displayed in row c of Figure 8. The center columns show
elongated and distorted PSFs, even thought the region is
in focus. A significant amount of the flux is in the halo.
The PSFs in the right columns are out of focus but also
elongated and distorted in a more severe way. Most of
the flux is contained in the halo, which is not symmetric.
The images on the opposite side of the focal plane are
affected differently, as shown in the left columns. Here
a significant fraction of the flux is in the core with a
dispersed halo in addition to being distorted. As the lens
is moved further, the signal decreases so severely that the
halo disappears and only a faint core is detectable. The
number of sources also decreases significantly.
Unfortunately, from a quality standpoint the PSF ap-
pears narrow and with almost all of the signal in the cen-
ter pixel. There is very little discernment in image qual-
ity across the focus positions (which spans ≈20 times the
level of tilt the Robotilters are designed to remove). More
troublesome, the position of best measured quality is the
far left column corresponding to a very out-of-focus po-
sition, driven by the disappearing halos and dim sources.
This position of a severely unfocused region scores high
from a traditional quality metric. The FWHM measure-
ments are shown, but we found the Strehl suffers from
similar issues with different best positions.
It is also important to point out that the best and worst
quality of each region (the center versus the lower right
corner as shown in Figure 8) are in no way comparable.
The best quality in the center region is much better than
the best in the lower right corner, with a similar disparity
in worst qualities. This behavior is expected in a system
with field aberrations (including coma and astigmatism),
and are worsened with the fast Evryscope optics. Here
we have shown the center and lower right corner regions,
other regions suffer from similar challenges and manifest
in different ways.
If we adjust the image tilt (while holding the image
center fixed) the lower right corner PSFs will distort dif-
ferently than before due to the changed tilt, but the focus
will also change. This can be seen in the lower right cor-
ner shown in Figure 2 of the same camera but with sig-
nificant tilt. Now the perceived PSF quality will depend
on the coupled tilt and focus effects, the loss of signal,
and the compromised halo. Adding to the difficulty, the
tilt and focus challenges vary by region. In this example
camera, the PSF shape in the upper left corner is ap-
proximately opposite of that in the lower right corner,
and the PSFs in the edges are completely different than
those in the corners or center.
Moving image tilt to explore the parameter space
changes the PSF characteristics, is coupled to the focus,
and the PSF effect is region dependent. This places a se-
vere burden on a quality metric. Even without changing
image tilt for comparison, measuring quality in a tilted
image is challenging as is comparing quality across re-
gions.
To summarize the ideas in this section, standard tech-
niques (described above as well as additional commonly
used metrics that were tested but not discussed) failed to
capture PSF quality. With the Evryscope lens and CCD
package the PSF halo tends to degrade so rapidly when
out of focus, that it becomes undetectable. This leaves
only the small core that appears as good image quality
but actually only encloses a small amount of the signal.
Only limited sources in the Evryscope images are bright
enough to counter this challenge and the common meth-
ods optimize the size of the small cores, which drives the
image further out of focus.
4.3. The Robotilter Approach
From the challenges described in § 4.1 and § 4.2 we
developed the Robotilter software solution that uses a
custom tilt driven quality metric, analyzes the image as
a grid, and uses a predetermined movement sequence
to capture images for analysis. The solution reliably
removes tilt (from normal manufacturing and installa-
tion tolerances) and optimizes image focus in the same
step, is repeatable, and takes approximately 2 hours to
run. Cameras with excessive initial tilt (starting values
far from optimal) benefited from additional optimization
runs. We found that in this situation, the algorithm
iteratively converges to the the optimal solution after re-
peated runs. We describe the process below.
4.3.1. Tilt Driven Quality Metric
We developed a new image quality metric designed to
measure quality in the presence of image tilt and to dif-
ferentiate sources above and below the focal plane. The
quality metric is combination of standard PSF measure-
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Figure 8. Top: The FWHM plot from an Evryscope wide-field image with little tilt. Bottom: A sweep of images with different focus
positions, the center columns are in focus while the left columns are out-of-focus below the focal plane and the right columns are out-of-focus
above the focal plane. The steps between images is constant at several times larger than the sub 10 µm level necessary to remove tilt
(chosen to aid in visualization). a) 300 x 200 pixel closeups of the center region of the images. b) The FWHM of the same center region.
Three focus positions show similarly good quality, and the response is different below and above the focal plane. c) 300 x 200 pixel closeups
of the lower right corner region of the images. d) The FWHM of the same lower right corner region. The quality metric struggles to
discriminate between the focus positions, finds more than one minimum, and the best quality is located at the very out-of-focus position
shown on the far left. These issues are exaggerated in images with tilt. The challenge in capturing quality in wide-field, large pixel images
with tilt led us to develop a custom tilt driven quality metric that analyzes the images as a grid and uses a predetermined movement
sequence to capture images for analysis.
ments, custom PSF measurements, and regional mea-
surements to give a combination score which we call the
combo. The combo is calculated for a small (≈1 sq. deg.)
region of an image by calculating different quality mea-
surements and multiplying the normalized values for an
overall region score. The algorithm uses Source Extrac-
tor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to extract data from sources
in the region. To filter out the dim and poorly sampled
sources, we require the detections to be greater than 4
σ above the background, not have blending flags, and
the PSFs to comprise at least 15 pixels. Here the pixels
are defined to be part of the PSF if they are above the
background limit, and increasing the photometric aper-
ture (the circle used to define the pixels included in the
PSF, hereafter photometric aperture) size by one pixel
does not increase the number of pixels in the PSF.
For each of the filtered sources, we calculate the PSF
FWHM and Modified Strehl (MS), which is the stan-
dard Strehl scaled by a multiplication factor appropri-
ate for the Evryscope (this is not a real Strehl but still
forms a useful metric component). Although the MS still
struggles with the coarse Evryscope pixel scale, the mul-
tiplication factor effectively normalizes it near a value
of 1 in conditions of peak quality. As discussed below,
the FWMH is also modified (inverted) and combined
with other elements similarly scaled so that each com-
ponent contributes similarly. We also calculate custom
PSF measurements for each source. 1) The Radius Ra-
tio (RR): defined as the photometric aperture radius re-
quired to enclose all pixels in the PSF divided by the ideal
radius necessary to enclose the same number of pixels in
the PSF, if the PSF was perfectly round. 2) The Distor-
tion Factor (DF ): defined as the average distance of the
pixels in the PSF from the PSF center divided by the the
ideal average distance the same number of pixels in the
PSF would be from the center, if the PSF was perfectly
round. We then calculate the average FWHM, MS , RR,
and DF for each region. We also count the number of
filtered sources for each region and normalize across the
image sweep (NS). The FWHM, RR, and DF average
quality elements are inverted so that all factors treat a
higher number as a higher quality. They are combined
to give the combo quality for the region:
combo =
(
1
FWHM
)
MS
(
1
RR
1
DF
)
NS (1)
The combo metric benefits from the pooled effective-
ness of the different elements to offset a particular inef-
fectiveness of an individual element. The FWHM mea-
surement tends to capture out-of-focus PSF quality on
one side the focal plane but fails on the opposite side.
The Strehl tends to perform similarly but in the opposite
way as the FWHM. The radius ratio, distortion factor,
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and number of sources tend to capture the variation in
quality regardless which side of the focal plane the PSF
is unfocused, but they are not discriminatory enough by
themselves to capture the quality of the region. When
combined as in the combo equation, the metric effectively
captures the region quality especially on tilted images.
We demonstrate in § 4.3.4 the combo solution converges
on all regions of the Evryscope images when used in our
full solution algorithm.
4.3.2. Analysing the Image as a Grid
Images are split into a 16 x 24 grid resulting in 384
regions with ≈1 sq. deg. FOV each. This grid size is
chosen to obtain a fine enough sampling of the image
field and to have enough bright stars in each region. For
each region, the quality is calculated using the combo
(§ 4.3.1) metric. The combo scores are not compared
across regions, they are instead captured for each of the
384 regions of a particular image. The servos are moved
and the combo scores captured for each region of the
new image. Regions can be compared across images to
determine if a servo movement helped or hurt the quality
of each part of the image independently.
4.3.3. Predetermined Movement Sequence
We use a predetermined sequence (which we call the
focus sweep) to move the servos and acquire a series of
images for the Robotilter solution. The critical idea of
this approach is to hold the tilt constant and only change
the lens separation distance. Admittedly, this is counter-
intuitive. A conventional approach (§ 4.1) adjusts the tilt
and separation to explore those parameters and search
for an optimal solution to the tilt and separation. While
it seems reasonable to adjust the parameters that are to
be optimized; in this case the image quality, focal plane,
and local minimum challenges described in the previous
sections are prohibitively difficult to overcome. The fo-
cus sweep approach avoids these problems altogether by
instead finding the best focus for each region. It is sim-
ilar to focusing a standard telescope - sweep in distance
over the potential focus range and move to the position
of best quality. In the Robotilter focus sweep we capture
the best position of each region independent of the tilt
since it is constant over the image.
4.3.4. The Combined Solution
The Robotilter solution holds the tilt constant and
gathers a series of images in a focus sweep, splits the
images into a grid, and measures the quality per region
as described in the previous sections. Figure 9 shows the
process on a representative camera. A focus sweep (hold-
ing the tilt constant § 4.3.3) of 200, 30-second images is
acquired with a separation distance of 60 servo steps (4.5
µm) between each exposure. Each image in the stack is
split into a grid of 384 regions (§ 4.3.2) and the qual-
ity of each region is calculated using the combo metric
(§ 4.3.1). The servo positions are determined for each
region corresponding to the optimal quality; the position
in servo steps is then converted to a distance. As the lens
/ CCD separation distance sweeps from a maximum to
a minimum, the image quality is low and reaches a max-
imum value before falling off, and we fit a Lorentzian
to measure the best position. The Lorenzian profile was
an empirical fit to the data, providing a much-improved
match over a standard Gaussian or parabolic fit. The
choice of a Lorenzian was motivated by the need for a
more-peaked function, without physical motivation. An
example from the center region of a camera with signifi-
cant tilt is shown in Figure 9. The pixel position of the
chip is expressed in a distance from the chip center, and
is combined with the quality information to create a 3-D
contour of the focal plane.
Additional examples of the combo quality metric are
shown in Figure 10 for the top, bottom, edge, and corner
of the image. The quality measurements converge re-
gardless of region, despite the challenges from the tilted
images, regional differences, and inconsistent PSFs. The
image sweep provides 200 data points with fine separa-
tion, which aids in the accuracy of the quality fits. Addi-
tionally, points at far distances from optimal focus pro-
vide such low quality that they help constrain the base
of the Lorentzian fit. These very low quality points (not
shown in the plots) are flagged using a low source and
high FWHM threshold, and are assigned a low value near
zero. We found this to be an effective way to aid in the
automated Lorentzian fit and to focus the peak width.
We experimented with Gaussian and parabolic fits, but
found them less reliable, and more prone to wider peaks
with less accurate results.
To remove the tilt a plane is fit (shown in blue) to
the measured 3-D contour focal plane using the Scipy
module, shown in Figure 11. Using the locations of the
Robotilter servo axes relative to the center of the CCD
(from the Robotilter mechanical design), we calculate the
distance of the fit plane at each servo axes from zero
(z=0). We move the servos by the calculated amounts
but in the opposite direction. This moves the fit plane
so that it is co-planar to the xy-plane. In this way, the
tilt between the lens (fit plane) and CCD (xy-plane) is
removed. An image sweep taken after the Robotilter so-
lution producing the untilted 3-D contour for the same
camera and field is shown in Figure 11. In most cameras
and fields, we are able to measure focal plane features and
remove tilt at the sub 10 µm level (as measured from op-
posite edges of the Robotilter servo shafts). We show in
§ 5 that this level of correction removes PSF differences in
opposing corners and edges to the level necessary to avoid
large photometric apertures (with similar size apertures
needed for opposing corners and edges), and to increase
the limiting magnitude by .5-1 magnitude depending on
the region and amount of tilt.
We experimented with fitting more complicated shapes
(paraboloids for instance), but found they did not cap-
ture the tilt in a more robust way than the simple plane
fit, and they were more prone to fail in a catastrophic
way. Using the plane fit offers another significant ad-
vantage - it averages the best focus across the image.
Because the fit plane slices the measured 3-D contour by
minimizing residuals, it finds the best overall image focus
instead of maximizing one region at the expense of the
rest of the image. Thus with the plane fit approach, we
remove image tilt and simultaneously optimize the focus
of the image field.
4.3.5. Focal Plane
Camera lenses offer a wide range of focus settings, the
Rokinon lenses used on the Evryscope can focus from
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Figure 9. The Robotilter solution holds the tilt constant and gathers a series of images in a focus sweep by adjusting the lens / CCD
separation, splits the images into a grid, and measures the quality per region as described in § 4.3.4. Left: The quality for a small region in
the center of the image as a function of the distance from optimal focus as determined by the servo positions. As the lens / CCD separation
distance sweeps from a maximum to a minimum, the image quality is low and reaches a maximum value before falling off as demonstrated
by the green points. We fit a Lorentzian (the solid blue line) to measure the position of the best quality (18 µm) for this region of the
image. Right: The same small region in the center of the image is shown as the yellow circle with the 18 µm distance from optimal focus.
The image is divided into 384 regions and the image quality is calculated for each region in the same way as the example in the left panel.
The pixel location of the center of each region is converted to a physical position from the image center, and the information is combined
to construct the focal plane (the red points) capturing the tilt and 3 dimensional nuances.
1 meter to infinity. The lens focus mechanism (turn-
ing the lens body relative to the lens base) can actu-
ally go slightly past the infinity mark, common in pho-
tographic lenses as a margin to cover the infinity focus
in the event of temperature changes. The focus servo
used on the Robotilters has a fine enough control that
this small range in lens adjustment corresponds to ≈100
servo steps. We tested this range on several cameras by
removing the tilt and optimizing the focus with the lens
focus at slightly different positions. In this way, we test
the flatness of the field (unrelated to tilt and only depen-
dant on lens focus position and lens / CCD separation).
The lens focus mechanism moves a group of the lens
optical elements relative to other elements. This motion
is different than simply moving the entire lens relative
to the CCD, as we can do by moving the three Robotil-
ter servos. With the lens focus mechanism, we actually
change the optical properties - very slightly. The focal
plane position is changed, as is the focal length. The op-
tical aberrations (chromatic, spherical, field coma, and
field astigmatism) are also changed. Most relevant to the
Evryscope images, the focal plane position and off-axis
aberrations (coma and astigmatism) are changed. The
difference in focal plane position can be compensated for
by the Robotilter adjusters. Different combinations of
the lens focus position and the CCD / lens separation
distance (within a small in-focus range) return different
image quality across the field. A focus and separation
combination that results in a high quality image with a
flat field is advantageous for wide-field surveys like the
Evryscope since the PSFs will be closer to in-focus re-
gardless of position on the CCD.
We find that for the Evryscope optics, the flattest field
is located not at the max lens focus but slightly ”off infin-
ity” as shown in Figure 12. The test cameras all returned
similar results, and we used 15 steps off maximum lens
focus as our best solution for all Evryscope cameras.
4.3.6. On-Sky Images
The Robotilter solution uses on-sky images for all
alignment and focusing. We did experiment with in-lab
alignment, but found this approach challenging with un-
desirable results. For the in-lab alignment approach, we
used a dark room with a printout of objects (lines or syn-
thetic PSFs) for the camera to image. Having enough dif-
ferent regions on the printout and sufficient objects per
region was cumbersome, and the tilt removal software
suffered from the same quality, focus, and convergence
challenges described in § 2.2.3 and § 4.1. The focus posi-
tion of the in-lab setup is necessarily much shorter than
the on-sky focus position. A tilt removal solution from
a lab setup based on such a large focus difference does
not necessarily apply to on-sky conditions. The potential
benefit from in-lab alignment is to avoid alignment dur-
ing telescope time, or to avoid on-mountain troubleshoot-
ing. By testing the Robotilters in lab to verify the assem-
bly and moving the servos to the home position, we were
able to realize most of the in-lab potential benefit, and
use the robust on-sky Robotilter tilt removal solution to
efficiently align the cameras.
5. RESULTS
5.1. ALIGNMENT RESULTS FOR ALL CAMERAS
Using our software solution described in § 4, all
Evryscope cameras were aligned in mid 2016 during dark
sky conditions. A few cameras that were initially very
far out of alignment benefited from a second run (with
a smaller range and finer steps) using the initial solution
as the starting point. We show 3-D contour plots for
several Robotilter corrected cameras (in addition to the
one shown in § 4.3.4) in Figure 13.
The Evryscope control computer uses a scripting dae-
mon to run the alignment algorithm. Before a nightly ob-
servation, cameras must be manually selected for align-
ment and placed in a queue. In order to limit power
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Figure 10. Top: a) The quality for a small region near the left edge of the image. The region is challenging with distorted PSFs, as
illustrated by the scatter in the points and the secondary maximum near -200 µm. The feature is caused by the FWHM component
struggling to accurately measure quality in this circumstance (out of focus below the focal plane). The robustness of the combo quality
metric is demonstrated by the ability to overcome the shortcomings of a single element by pooling all of the elements, and by scaling the
elements so that one does not dominate. The best fit is accurate for the region and is consistent with the best fit in nearby regions and
with the overall focal plane. b) The quality of the top of the image. c) The quality of the lower left corner of the image. d) The quality of
the bottom of the image.
draw over 88 separate actuators, we restrict the num-
ber of camera alignments to two at a time. The post-
Robotilter alignment quality for each camera was verified
with the 3-D contour plot and inspection of test images
taken from its Robotilter solution. Camera alignment
stability is verified with a daily e-mail of a FWHM dis-
play of all cameras, a recent example is shown in Figure
14. Although limited, the FWHM display can be cal-
culated on a single science image taken for each camera
during the night and does not require the servos to be
moved, or an image sweep to be taken. If a camera shows
signs of movement, or the appearance of a very trouble-
some area, we can re-run the Robotilter software. Other
than a few cameras requiring disassembly for mainte-
nance (replacing faulty filter wheels, lenses, or cables),
the aligned cameras have remained fixed since the 2016
alignment with no requirement to move even during sea-
sonal temperature changes.
5.2. IMAGE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Upon initial deployment of the Evryscope, the on-sky
performance of many cameras showed a compromised im-
age quality due to tilt and focus issues, despite careful
shim-based on-sky alignment. The edges and corners of
the images suffered the most, with noticeable differences
in PSF shapes depending on the region and position
above or below the focal plane. Here we demonstrate
the improvements from the Robotilters by showing se-
lect cameras before and after the Robotilter solution.
Figure 15 top left shows the FWHM plot of the camera
facing the South Celestial Pole (the polar camera) upon
deployment, a tilt from the lower right to the upper left
corner is visible. This is the same camera described in
§ 2.2.3 and shown in Figure 2. The top right shows the
same camera after installation of the Robotilter, but be-
fore running any software tilt correction. The bottom
left shows the results after the Robotilter optimization.
The Robotilter upgrade improved the Evryscope image
PSF FWHM and removed the wide-scale tilt. Figure
15 bottom right shows the focus optimization results.
The image quality now meets the PSF FWHM pixel tar-
get across the image with very little tilt and acceptable
widening toward the edges.
Figure 16 shows 300 x 200 pixel closeups of the prob-
lematic corner regions of the polar camera, before and
after the Robotilter solution. The upper left and lower
right corners are especially troublesome, with severe cor-
ner to corner tilt and with opposing corners on opposite
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Figure 11. Step 1: The measured 3-D contour focal plane as described in § 4.3.4 and Figure 9. Step 2: The plane fit to the measured
3-D contour focal plane. Step 3: We move the servos so the fit plane is co-planar to the xy-plane. In this way, the tilt between the lens (fit
plane) and CCD (xy-plane) is removed. Bottom Right: The detailed mesh plot of the measured 3-D contour focal plane taken after the
Robotilter solution for the same camera.
Figure 12. Left: The potential focus range of the lenses. Right: The field flatness as a function of lens focus position (530-590 in servo
position for this lens), by computing the residuals of the plane fit to the measured 3-D focal plane contour. The flattest field is at ≈15
servo steps from the maximum lens focus, on average for the Evryscope camera assemblies.
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Figure 13. The post-Robotilter camera alignment results for three additional cameras, distributed in declination. Shown is the polar
facing camera, a mid-declination camera, and a zenith facing camera. The tilt removal is to the sub 10 µm level. Differences in the quality
and flatness of field of the optics (unrelated to lens / CCD tilt) are clearly visible.
Figure 14. The Robotilter camera alignment results, as shown with a daily e-mail of the FWHM display of all cameras. Although not
robust enough for the full tilt removal solution, the FWHM display can be calculated on a single science image taken for each camera
during the night and does not require the servos to me moved, or an image sweep to be taken. If a camera shows signs of movement, or
the appearance of a very troublesome area, we can re-run the Robotilter software.
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Figure 15. Top Left: Initial Deployment (pre-Robotilter) South Celestial Pole facing camera (polar camera) FWHM PSF plot. Top Right:
Same camera post Robotilter deployment, but before running software correction sequence. Lower Left: Same camera post Robotilter
correction showing the wide-scale tilt removal. Lower Right: Same camera after the focus optimization showing the flatter field.
sides of the focal plane. The unfocused and poorly sam-
pled PSFs are improved by the Robotilter solution in
shape and brightness. The flux is more concentrated in
the PSFs, dimmer stars are visible, and more sources are
detected in the images. The image improvements are
realized without negatively affecting the central region.
Figure 17 shows 300 x 200 pixel closeups of the prob-
lematic edge regions of a zenith camera, before and after
the Robotilter solution. This is the same camera dis-
cussed in § 4 and shown in Figure 11, now showing im-
proved results and consistent quality across the regions.
Figures 18 and 19 show 300 x 200 pixel closeups of the
edge regions of an additional zenith and mid-declination
camera, before and after the Robotilter solution. These
are the same cameras shown in Figure 13. The Robotil-
ter correction again shows improvement in quality con-
sistency across regions.
5.3. EFFECTS OF CAMERA ALIGNMENT ON
EVRYSCOPE DATA
We compared the limiting magnitude and average
PSFs of images before and after the Robotilter correc-
tions to determine the effects of the improved image qual-
ity due to the tilt removal and focus optimization. We
selected cameras spread in declination (the same cam-
eras used in § 5.2) and analyzed images from nights with
similar dark sky, moonless, cloudless conditions. The
pre-Robotilter images were collected on nights in July
and September of 2015. The post-Robotilter images were
taken from nights in April and July 2017. Cutouts of
small regions from select images are shown in § 5.1.
We first solve the astrometry of the images using our
reduction pipeline, with APASS-DR9 (Henden et al.
2015) as our source catalog. We measure the zero point of
each region in the image, and perform aperture photom-
etry on each image to measure SNR of each source. We
calculate the limiting magnitude reached by the system
in dark sky conditions based on the g-band magnitude
measured by APASS. The average PSF shape per region
is determined using an image subtraction approach.
PSF performance of a representative pre and post-
Robotilter camera is shown in Figure 20. The PSFs from
images in the corrected cameras are less distorted, espe-
cially in the corners and edges, and are smaller and more
consistent across each image. The limiting magnitude
improves by ≈ .5 magnitude in the center of the field
and ≈ 1 magnitude in the corners. This is camera and
condition dependent; we show a representative camera
in dark sky conditions in Figure 21. The SNR for most
sources is higher (using the same photometric aperture
captures a higher signal or capturing the same signal is
possible with a smaller photometric aperture), and the
burden on the astrometry solution is lessened by the more
round PSFs (facilitating the centroiding step).
The improved PSFs from the post Robotilter images
also improves the photometric performance of the light
curve pipeline; however, we did not collect sufficient pre-
robotilter data to make a quantitative comparison. Ad-
ditionally, other non-constant factors such as improved
telescope tracking and periodic cleaning of the optics ef-
fect light curve precision and are difficult to separate.
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Figure 16. Left: Initial Deployment (pre-Robotilter) polar camera PSF closeup of the problematic corners. Right: Same camera post
Robotilter correction showing improvement in size, shape, and focus.
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Figure 17. Left: Initial Deployment (pre-Robotilter) zenith camera PSF closeup of the problematic edges. Right: Same camera post
Robotilter correction showing improvement in quality consistency across regions.
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Figure 18. Left: Initial Deployment (pre-Robotilter) mid-declination camera PSF closeup of the edges. Right: Same camera post
Robotilter correction showing improvement in quality consistency across regions.
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Figure 19. Left: Initial Deployment (pre-Robotilter) zenith camera PSF closeup of the edges. Right: Same camera post Robotilter
correction showing improvement in quality consistency across regions.
21
Figure 20. A grid of the average PSF shape shown by region for the full field of a representative Evryscope camera. Top: The pre-
Robotilter PSF performance. Bottom: The same camera post-Robotilter demonstrating the improved PSF consistency across the field due
to the tilt removal and focus optimization. The PSF distortions are reduced, are consistent, and are symmetric about the center of the
image. Compared to the pre-Robotilter image, the post-Robotilter image has an improved limiting magnitude especially on regions away
from the image center. The SNR for most sources is higher (using the same photometric aperture captures a higher signal or capturing
the same signal is possible with a smaller photometric aperture), and the burden on the astrometry solution is lessened by the more round
PSFs (facilitating the centroiding step).
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Figure 21. Limiting magnitude (based on APASS-DR9 g-band) of a representative Evryscope camera. Top: Pre-Robotilter. Bottom:
Post-Robotilter showing an improvement across the image of .5 - 1 magnitude depending on the region and the amount of initial tilt.
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6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Robotilter Design Improvements
We deployed the Evryscope North (an updated ver-
sion of the CTIO Evryscope) to Mount Laguna Observa-
tory, California in November of 2018. The Robotilters in-
stalled on the Evryscope North feature several improve-
ments. Limit switches are mounted on the lens base-plate
to locate the home position in case the servos are moved
out of range. A separate Raspberry-Pi single board com-
puter controls the camera and Robotilter for each unit,
allowing more than two Robotilters to be run simultane-
ously and reducing the number of cables and hubs. The
servo piers are locked to the filterwheel top in a more
robust way that locates the servo axes more precisely.
The Rokinon lenses and FLI CCD cameras used on the
Evryscope North are 4 years newer than those used on
the CTIO system and feature mild improvements in op-
tics and chip sensitivity. Initial image quality results
from the Evryscope North point to mild improvements
in image flatness and PSF quality.
6.2. Lessons Learned
Several lingering challenges slowed our progress over
the course of the Robotilter project. The primary issues
were related to assembly, servo control, and software.
The Robotilters must precisely locate and hold the 4
servos and all of the components into a small space on
top of the filter wheel. This results in a considerable
amount of hardware and small pieces, and the assembly
is not trivial. The spring tension, shaft couplers, and
the threaded shafts were the most challenging to assem-
ble. Cycling each Robotilter assembly in the lab, for
several hours over a range of servo positions, helped pre-
vent on-sky issues. This procedure also helped identify
misaligned shaft couplers or over-torqued springs. The
threaded shafts needed liberal amounts of Goop lubricant
to work smoothly with the brass inserts in the base-plate.
Multiple cycling helped to mate the interacting surfaces,
and to identify any defects that might have caused is-
sues later. Tightening the fasteners at critical mount-
ing points could twist the assembly resulting in the lens
center not being concentric with the CCD. We made the
locking slots on the servo piers more robust on the north-
ern system which helped resist twisting. Some cameras in
the CTIO system suffered from the various challenges de-
scribed here, requiring on site troubleshooting. We were
able to mitigate these issues in the Northern system with
the minor assembly and testing corrections learned from
the CTIO Evryscope.
The servos are controllable to within ≈200 steps when
commanded to move. The accuracy also depends on how
far the servo is commanded to move and on the indi-
vidual servo. This was less than ideal for the Robotil-
ter tilt correction step, and we added a software correc-
tion to compensate for the mechanical backlash causing
this servo accuracy challenge. We rely on multiple servo
movements to solve this issue. In the first movement,
we command the servos to move past the intended tar-
get and in a second movement to go past the target in
the other direction but by a smaller amount. We then
repeat this process but for a much narrower overshoot
before commanding to the final position. In this way, we
are able to move the servos to within 15-20 servo steps
on average.
The Robotilter servos move 4096 steps per turn, and
use an offset to count multiple turns. For example, one-
half turn is counted as a position of 2048, and one and
one-half turns is a position of 2048 plus an offset of 1.
An issue that arises (and is common with servos) is in
the event of a power loss the position is retained but
not the offset. We addressed this issue by resetting the
servo offsets to zero once the alignment was completed,
so that the servo values are always within one turn, and
by recording the servo positions each night.
It is possible for servos to become stuck if they are
moved very far away from the home position by mistake,
or if one servo is moved relative to the others that puts
an extreme angle on the lens base-plate. We set the max-
imum servo torque low so that in the event one becomes
stuck, we can manually increase the torque and move it
the opposite direction to release. For the Northern sys-
tem, we added independent locator switches to identify
the home position and help avoid errant movements.
We underestimated the software challenge of the
Robotilters, which resulted in telescope time being used
for Robotilter software development. This turned out not
to be a significant problem, and it was not completely
avoidable. In retrospect, we might have used the pre-
deployment Evryscope test camera more in the Robotil-
ter software development. Most likely, this would have
required a dedicated robotic telescope using the single
Evryscope test camera. This approach would have re-
quired extra resources, and if it would have provided a
benefit greater than the cost is debatable. We elected
instead to deploy the Robotilters once ready, use a few
select cameras to test and refine the Robotilter software,
and observe with all the other cameras during that time.
Once the software was completed, we aligned all the cam-
eras and have observed continuously since then.
6.3. As an Optics Quality Measurement
A by-product of the Robotilter solution is the precise
and finely sampled 3-D focal plane, as demonstrated in
Figures 11 and 13. The quality of the optics is clearly
captured, including the flatness of the field, the image
profile, regional structure, and differences between cam-
eras. The Robotilters can be used to identify optics that
will likely perform well, as well as those that could be
troublesome. As an extreme example, Figure 22 shows
a problematic lens with an odd sheer feature visible in
the measured 3-D focal plane. We replaced this lens on
a maintenance trip and the camera showed an improve-
ment in image quality. We suspect one of the lens el-
ements was damaged, possibly with a hairline crack, in
transport.
6.4. Applications for Other Instruments
The Robotilters were designed for the Evryscope; we
did not test them or simulate their potential on any other
instrument. However, the Robotilter solution described
in this work certainly could be adapted for use on wide
field surveys using lenses or small telescopes. The basic
mechanical design should scale to a variety of lens sizes
and types; most likely with only simple modifications
to the servo spacing, placement, and component sizes.
The software solution approach using a focus sweep, im-
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Figure 22. Using the Robotilters to measure optics quality;
shown is a problematic lens with an odd sheer feature visible in the
measured 3-D focal plane. We replaced this lens on a maintenance
trip and the camera showed an improvement in image quality. We
suspect one of the lens elements was damaged (hairline crack) in
transport.
age grid, and tilt driven quality metric with on-sky im-
ages should also be effective for instruments with differ-
ent FOVs and pixel scales; with appropriate adjustments
to the number of images, step and grid sizes, and qual-
ity metric components. It is also reasonable to consider
using the Robotilter solution on larger instruments, but
move the CCD instead of the optics.
7. SUMMARY
The Robotilter lens / CCD automated alignment up-
grade was installed on the Evryscope at the end of 2015.
The Robotilter hardware has performed reliably and con-
sistently, and has demonstrated the ability to hold tilt
position over several years. We developed the software
necessary to align the cameras, which is specialized to re-
move tilt, minimize PSF distortions, optimize the focal
plane, and balance focusing within the full image field.
The Robotilters are completely automated, use on-sky
images, remove image tilt to the sub 10 µm level, in
less than 2 hours. The tilt removal and focus optimiza-
tion solutions work independent of camera or field. The
Robotilter solution resulted in measurable improvements
in image quality, SNR, limiting magnitude, and astro-
metric solutions. The average PSF extent was reduced
by a factor of 2 on the edges and corners for the images,
and the limiting magnitude was improved by .5 to 1 mag-
nitude for most cameras. In this work we described in
detail the challenges, development and design, software
strategy, and lessons learned.
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